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2021 in Review and the Year Ahead 

2021 brought a big welcome change in many positive ways for the RMI and our members. For the 

discipline of Resource Management (RM), the RMI, and its members, we continued to advance the 

cause and bring the latest in best practices and innovation for resource and workforce management. 

And while not quite there yet, we are beginning to see a post-pandemic world and getting back to 

interacting with other people. Fingers crossed! 

Looking back here are some important highlights from 2021: 

• The RMI celebrated its 5th year in existence!   

• We launched a new improved website with more capability and improved navigation to the 

information you need most. 

• Tripled our membership in the last 3 years with over 850 member companies now participating 

in the RMI.  

• New RMCP® certifications more than doubled from 2020. 

• Due to COVID-19 concerns we had to again reschedule our annual Resource Management 

Global Symposium to 2022, but also ran our second virtual conference (‘RMI Connect’) with 

great success and enormous attendance. 

• We added four new research reports (18 in total since our inception), four new Power UP 

sessions on high impact topics, and new articles, white papers and more to our RMI library! 

• We added a new focus domain:  Accounting, Tax and Audit.  

For the year ahead we have a lot of new developments in store for members. Some things to look for: 

• We will continue RM focused research with four new studies planned and four additional Power 

UP webcasts on topics of interest to our members. 

• The annual State of Resource Management Address, scheduled for February 2, 2022, will 

highlight the latest in RM industry research and news. 

• Our third annual Symposium is planned for Dallas April 28-29, 2022 with a new theme “Future 

Proofing Resource Management”. 

• We will continue to expand the industry domains we focus on.  

• Our curriculums for resource management education will continue to evolve and improve for all 

things RM related. 

The RMI, and its dedicated team of professionals, will remain committed to helping companies improve 

the processes and supporting technology needed to drive better business outcomes in human capital-

intensive organizations.    

On behalf of the RMI, thanks for your continuing support helping us grow the RM community! 

Happy New Year! 
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